EasyTroller Trolling Plate
Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What size motor does the EasyTroller fit?
EasyTroller short is for outboards 30 to 50 horsepower. EasyTroller standard is for
boats with 50 to 300 horsepower. Fins can be used with short and standard
EasyTrollers.
Q. What type of engines will the EasyTroller mount too?
The EasyTroller will mount to both I/Os and outboards.
Q. What do the EasyTroller fins do? Do I need them?
The EasyTroller fins work as a hydrofoil. If you currently use a hydrofoil then you
will need to purchase the EasyTroller with fins. A separate hydrofoil won’t work with
the EasyTroller. The fins are a separate module that can be added to any
EasyTroller in the future if needed.
Q. Can I use a separate hydrofoil with my EasyTroller?
No, both products bolt to the cavitation plate and will interfere with each other.
The EasyTroller Hydrofoil Fins are designed to provide hydrofoil lift in conjunction
with your EasyTroller Trolling Plate
Q. How slow will the EasyTroller slow my boat?
The EasyTroller can slow a boat down to 1 mph.
Q. How do I mount my EasyTroller?
The EasyTroller will bolt directly to your engine’s cavitation plate with included
mounting hardware.
Q. Will I need to drill holes for mounting?
Yes, you will need 4 holes in your cavitation plate for proper mounting. If you have
existing holes from another application, you may be able to modify the EasyTroller
to work with your existing hole pattern
Q. Will my EasyTroller bend if I leave it in the down position and
accelerate?
The EasyTroller may bend if it is subjected to high acceleration or high speeds for a
period of time. The patented, hinged, pressure release plate is designed to provide
a margin of safety in cases of accidental acceleration.
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